The American Association for the Advancement of Science

Presents:

ENGAGING POLICYMAKERS

COMMUNICATING SCIENCE WORKSHOP SERIES

(OVER ZOOM)

APR 15, 2021

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Communicating Science Workshops goals include building scientists’ communication skills and confidence in engaging with public audiences and providing best practices for use of different communication methods and mechanisms. The program uses empirical evidence from research in science communication and public engagement with science, and maintains an evaluation program that confirms workshops are meeting defined goals.

The one-hour Engaging Policymakers module illuminates the policy landscape, illustrating where and how policy happens and the many roles scientists and engineers can play in decision-making. Participants develop an individual engagement goal, strategically identify a target audience and identify key ideas around which to center conversations. Facilitators guide participants through thinking critically about mechanisms for engaging policymakers, encouraging dialogue and evaluating their activity to inform future engagements. Participants analyze a real-world example that informs their engagement plans.

Registration Link:
https://forms.gle/8jgShBteb4RjutC79

Contact Rebecca Ho: rh1010georgetown.edu